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Abstract 
A brief survey is offered in Section 1 on earlier progress in the solution of two related problems 
concerning dense proper pseudocompact (countably compact, w-bounded) subgroups of compact 
nonmetrizable groups. These are: Does every nonmetrizable compact group contain such a subgroup 
and if a compact group has such a subgroup how large may a distinguished family of such subgroups 
be? Section 2 contains new results and considers the second question in detail. It is shown that 
each compact nonmetrizable group G that is product-like contains a family of 21G1 distinct dense 
pseudocompact subgroups. In the special case where L is a Cartesian product of more than WI 
compact simply connected simple Lie groups, L even contains 2 IL1 free subgroups that are dense 
and pseudocompact. In the final section, it is shown that if 2” < 2”’ then each nonmetrizable 
compact group contains at least 2”’ distinct dense countably compact subgroups. Conditions are 
given under which a compact group has a large collection of dense w-bounded subgroups. Finally, 
this section gives an example due to Comfort, poses some additional questions, and records a 
recent development. 0 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. 
Keywords: C-product; Dense pseudocompact (countably compact, w-bounded) subgroup; 
Compact (Abelian, connected) group; C(0); Product-like group; Nonmetrizable compact group; 
(Weakly) almost disjoint groups: Free group; Independent set; Weak base for Baire sets 
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1. A brief survey 
Recently a number of questions suggested by earlier work of Comfort, Corson, 
Itzkowitz, Robertson, van Mill and Wilcox, have matured and methods that may lead to 
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solutions to these questions together with some solutions have been offered. The models 
on which these methods have been based were suggested by Corson’s construction of 
C-products [ 111, and by Wilcox’s work [27] which noted that a theorem of Itzkowitz 
[17] on dense pseudocompact subgroups combined with a theorem by Kuzminov [22] 
on the dyadicity of compact groups implied a theorem concerning the cardinal number 
of a compact group G and the existence of a proper dense pseudocompact subgroup H. 
This theorem states that if the density character d(G) and the weight w(G) satisfies 
d(G)” < 2w(G) then G has a necessarily proper dense pseudocompact subgroup H of 
cardinal d(G)“. (It is well known that IG( = 2”cG), and that d(G) = logw(G) < w(G) 
so that H is necessarily proper.) 
In the sequel all spaces and groups are completely regular. We recall the follow- 
ing definitions. A space X is p-compact if there is a p E w* = pw\w such that 
for each function f : w + X the Stone extension f: /3.~ + ,8X satisfies f(p) E X. 
A space X is pseudocompact if every real valued continuous function defined on X 
is bounded. X is countably compact if every countably infinite set in X has a clus- 
ter point in X, and a space X is w-bounded if every countable subset has com- 
pact closure in X. It is well known that the following implications hold: X com- 
pact + X w-bounded u X is p-compact, for every p E w* + X is p-compact 
+ X is countably compact + X pseudocompact. Comfort in his handbook article 
[2, p. 12151 notes that X countably compact is equivalent to a condition weaker than 
p-compact, while Vaughan notes in [25, Th. 4.91 that w-bounded is equivalent to p- 
compactness for every p E w*. Further, Vaughan gives an example of a countably 
compact space 2 which is not p-compact for any p E w*. w will denote the first in- 
finite cardinal, wi will denote the first uncountable cardinal, and w(X) will denote 
the weight of X, which is the smallest cardinal of an open base for the topology 
of x. 
Comfort in [2] attributes to Ginsberg and Saks [15] the use of the notion of p- 
compactness (which is introduced in [ 11) to deduce Theorem 7.6 of his article (and The- 
orem 7.7 is given in [7]) which then extends Wilcox’s theorem by replacing the pseudo- 
compact subgroup H by a dense countably compact subgroup K satisfying (I() = w(G)“. 
Making use of the chain of implications noted previously one gets the following form of 
7.6 and 7.7 in [2] (see also [15]). 
Theorem 1.1. Let G be a compact group of weight w(G) = cy. Zf cP < 2” then G 
contains a dense proper pseudocompact subgroup H for which lHl = Q“. 
(a) Each such dense pseudocompact group H can be extended to a proper countably 
compact subgroup K c G, where cP = 1HI 6 IH(” = jKI = cP < /GI, and 
(b) Zf ]GI > 2’, then K has an extension to a proper dense w-bounded subgroup J 
satisfying 1 JI 6 IKI” l,& = & .2” < 2” = IGI. 
Note. In Theorem 1.1 (b) the statement remains true if K is replaced by any proper dense 
subgroup L satisfying ILl“ < IG(. 
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In [6], Comfort and Robertson eliminated the cardinality condition for compact Abelian 
groups by proving that every nonmetrizable compact Abelian group contains a proper 
dense w-bounded subgroup. The proof offered by Comfort and Robertson used the fact 
that each nonmetrizable compact Abelian group mapped via a continuous homomorphism 
onto an uncountable product H = n HE of compact Lie groups (actually subgroups of 7’) 
and thus one could find a C-group in H which is w-bounded. This group is the group 
C(0) = {X = (q) E H: xc # 0} for at most a countable number of <}, where 0 is the 
neutral element of the group. This proof suggested the concept of product-like groups 
in [19] and [20] where it was shown that all nonmetrizable compact groups which are 
connected or Abelian are product-like. 
Definition. A compact group G is product-like if there is a continuous smjective homo- 
morphism $ : G 4 &.,,,u(cJ H.c, where each HE is a nontrivial compact metric group. 
In [20], by making use of groups similar to the C-group C(0) = {(XC): ({xc: xt # 
O}\ < w} it was shown that each uncountable product H = &<wCHI HE of nontrivial 
compact metric groups contains 1 H (-many distinct dense w-bounded subgroups. Therefore 
by applying r/F’ to H one can conclude that each nonmetrizable product-like group G 
contains \Gl-many dense w-bounded subgroups. This allows us to state the following: 
Theorem 1.2 [20, 1.9 and 1 .lO]. Every nonmetrizable compact group G that is either 
Abelian or connected is product-like and therefore contains IGI-many distinct dense w- 
bounded subgroups. 
In [6] Comfort and Robertson gave an example which showed that for each infinite 
cardinal cr, there is a compact group K,, with w(K,) = cx, which admits no homo- 
morphism (even discontinuous) onto a nontrivial product of groups. Thus the concept of 
product-like groups cannot be used to show that each nonmetrizable compact group H 
contains (HI distinct w-bounded subgroups or even a single proper dense pseudocompact 
subgroup. 
However, the following is shown by Shakhmatov and the author: 
Theorem 1.3 [20]. Zf 2# < 2”’ then every nonmetrizable compact group contains a 
proper dense countably compact subgroup. 
Even without the assumption 2”’ < 2”’ the method of proof in [20, Th. 1.31 shows 
that every compact group of cardinal greater than the continuum contains a proper dense 
countably compact subgroup. Thus the continuum hypothesis implies that each nonmetriz- 
able compact group contains such a dense countably compact subgroup. (This should be 
contrasted with an example given in [23] where it is shown that there exist infinite non 
discrete locally compact groups with no proper dense subgroups.) The method of proof 
makes use of the following folk-type lemma proved by Shakhmatov and the author. 
Lemma 1.4 [20, 1.51. Let G be a compact infinite group. Then for each in$nite cardinal 
r < w(G) there is a closed subgroup H in G such that w(G/H) = r. 
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Under the given cardinality assumption of Theorem 1.3, Theorem 1.1 shows that each 
compact group K satisfying w(K) = WI contains a necessarily proper dense countably 
compact subgroup J with IJ( = 2” < 2”’ = [ICI. Since continuous homomorphisms of 
compact groups are perfect maps (so that inverse images of pseudocompact, countably 
compact, and w-bounded subgroups are, respectively pseudocompact, countably compact, 
and w-bounded), Lemma 1.4 (again assuming 2w < 2w1) now implies that each compact 
nonmetrizable group has a dense countably compact subgroup. 
Our discussion to this point shows that there are two tools now available for the 
examination of cardinality questions and pseudocompactness. These are: 
(1) Determining if a compact group G is product-like and then using $-’ on 
I-I E<,,(G) HE to get the desired conclusion. 
(2) Showing that there is a continuous sutjective homomorphism f of a compact group 
G onto a group K, with w(K) < w(G), and then using the inverse map f-r to 
conclude the desired result on G from the corresponding result on K. 
The use of the first tool allows us to get a positive answer without assuming any con- 
ditions on infinite cardinal numbers, while the second tool allows us to obtain a positive 
answer modulo the condition 2” < 2”‘. Another problem related to this discussion is 
to determine a lower bound that is as large as possible to the number of distinct dense 
pseudocompact, countably compact, and w-bounded subgroups in a compact group when 
the answer to the existence of such a subgroup is positive. Examples of such theorems 
occur in [19] and [20] and are models for the work that follows. Earlier, Theorem 1.2 
provided one such example. 
2. Large families of dense pseudocompact subgroups of compact groups 
This section contains new results on the size of a family of dense pseudocompact 
subgroups of a compact nonmetrizable group. We will show in the case where G is a 
nonmetrizable compact group which is product-like that the number of distinct dense 
pseudocompact subgroups is as big as possible. That is, there is a family of such sub- 
groups of size 21Gl. Before proving this result we will state a number of definitions of 
terminology and of folklore facts that will be used in the remainder of the paper. 
Terminology. 
(1) For a group G (without any topology) let s(G) = sup{lN7_tl: ‘FI is a family of 
consisting of distinct subgroups of G}. 
For a topological group G: 
(2) Let ps(G) = sup(j7fl: ‘H is a family of distinct pseudocompact dense subgroups 
of G}. 
(3) Let ccs(G) = sup{]‘FI]: ‘Ft is a family of distinct countably compact dense sub- 
groups of G}. 
(4) Let wbs(G) = sup{ 17-t]: ‘H is a family of distinct w-bounded dense subgroups of 
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Fact 1. s(G) = 2 1’1, for an uncountable group G, if G is Abelian. (See, for example, 
Fuchs [14, Problem 6, p. 3501.) 
Fact 2. If f : G + H is a continuous group homomorphism which is a perfect map 
and H’ is a pseudocompact (countably compact, w-bounded) subgroup of H, then 
G’ = f-’ (H’) is pseudocompact (countably compact, w-bounded). (See Engelking [ 13, 
3.7.2 and 3.10.91 for countable compactness, and w-boundedness, and Comfort [6] for 
pseudocompactness. More generally Engelking [13, p. 2081 notes that pseudocompact- 
ness is not an inverse invariant of perfect maps.) Here “perfect” has the usual topological 
meaning that the map is closed and preimages of points are compact. 
Fact 3. If q is one of the cardinal functions ps, ccs, or wbs, and G is a topological 
group, then q(G) 3 sup{q(H): H is an image of G under a continuous perfect group 
homomorphism}. 
Fact 4. If J is a dense pseudocompact subgroup of the nonmetrizable group G and if 
H C G is a subgroup such that J C H C G then H is pseudocompact. 
Fact 5. If G is a topological group, then ps(G) > sup{s(G/G’): G’ is a dense pseudo- 
compact (algebraically) normal subgroup of G}. 
Proof. If G’ is a pseudocompact (algebraically) normal dense subgroup of G, f : G 4 
G/G’ is a natural (necessarily discontinuous) group homomorphism, and if 3-1 is a family 
of pairwise distinct subgroups of G/G’, then 6 = {f-‘(H): H E 3-t) is a family of 
distinct subgroups of G all of which contain H. Since H is dense in G and pseudocompact 
so are all subgroups from 6. 0 
Fact 6 [19, Lemma 31. If T > wi, if H = nE<, HE, where each HE is a nontrivial 
metric group, and C(0) = {h E H: I{< < T: h(t) # et}1 < w}, then [H/C(O)1 = IHI. 
Fact 7. If G is an infinite compact group then /GJ = 2”tG). 
Theorem 2.1. If G is a compact nonmetrizable product-like group then G contains 2iGI 
distinct dense pseudocompact subgroups. 
Proof. Let H = n{Ha: cr < w(G)}, where each H, is a nontrivial compact metric 
group, and let C$ :G + H be a continuous group homomorphism. Since a continuous map 
defined on a compact space is perfect, 4 is perfect. For each CY < w(G) let B, be any 
closed nontrivial Abelian subgroup of H, (the closure of any cyclic subgroup will do), 
and let B = n{Ba: cx < w(G)}. Let C(0) = {h E H: I{< < w(G): h(c) # et}\ < w} 
and let $J: H -+ H/C(O) be the (discontinuous) group homomorphism. Since C(0) is 
pseudocompact, so is G’ = 4-l (C(0)) (Fact 2). Also G’ is dense because a continuous 
homomorphism of a compact group is an open map. Note that G/G’ is algebraically 
isomorphic to H/C(O). Furthermore, H/C(O) contains an Abelian subgroup +(B) which 
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is algebraically isomorphic to B/C(O). Applying this and Facts 1, 6, and 7 we conclude 
that 
It now follows from Fact 5 that ps(G) 3 2 lGI. The reverse inequality is trivial. 0 
Corollary 2.2. Let G be a compact nonmetrizable group. If G is either Abelian or 
connected then G contains 21Gl pairwise distinct dense pseudocompact subgroups. 
Proof. This follows from Theorems 1.2 and 2.1 since G is product-like. 0 
Definition. A set X is independent if (X) is the free group on the elements of the set X. 
Theorem 2.3 [ 18, 4.41. Suppose that r is an uncountable cardinal, L, is a compact 
connected simply connected simple Lie group for each pi < r, and Z(L) is the center of 
L=l-I(L a: o < T}. Then there is an independent set X & L such that: 
(i) IXnFI =2’f or every closed nonempty Gg-set F C L, and 
(ii) (X) n Z(L) C (0). 
It was noted in [ 181 that Theorem 3.1 implies that the set X of independent elements, 
with the property that the intersection of each closed Gh-set F with X contains 2”cL) = 
1 LI elements (where w(L) = V-), can be partitioned into 1 LI sets {X,: Q < I LI} such 
that the groups H, = (X,) are a collection of dense pseudocompact almost disjoint 
subgroups of L and I H, I = IX] = I L(. Thus let us fix one H, and the corresponding 
X,. Let Y, = Up+, X0. Then Y, is an independent set and IY, I = IL]. Now the 
collection P(Yol) of all subsets of Y, has cardinal 21Ll. Furthermore, if M c P(Y,) 
then the group H&f = (X, U M) is dense and pseudocompact in L since H, c HIM. 
In addition, it is easy to see that if 5’ # T and S, T E P(Ya) then HS # HT. Thus we 
have the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.4. Let L = n{Lcy: Q < w(L)}, w h ere each L, is a compact simply con- 
nected simple Lie group and where ~1 < w(L). Then there are 21Ll pair-wise distinct 
dense pseudocompact subgroups in L each of which is a free subgroup. 
Theorem 2.5. If G is a topological group, then ps(G) > sup{a(G/G’): G’ is a dense 
pseudocompact (algebraically) normal subgroup of G}, where a(G) = sup{21*l: A is 
an Abelian subgroup of G}. 
Proof. Combine Facts 1 and 5. q 
Corollary 2.6. Let G be a compact nonmetrizable group with a dense normal pseudo- 
compact subgroup J satisfying 1 JI < IG]. If G contains an (compact) Abelian group K 
satisfying 1 Kl = IG] then G has 2 IGI dense pairwise distinct pseudocompact subgroups. 
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Proof. Let $J : G --f G/J be the natural homomorphism. We observe that G(K) is an 
Abelian group and that algebraically the group isomorphism $(K) = K J/ J N K/K n J 
holds. Since IE( r’ JI 6 IJ( < (K1 we have IQ(K)\ = IK/K n JI = IKI. Thus +(K) 
and hence G/J has 2 IKl = 21Gl Abelian subgroups. Now apply Theorem 2.5. 0 
Note. It should be observed, that with each of the proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 2.5, 
the proof hinged on the fact that an Abelian group G of uncountable cardinality has 
21Gl pairwise distinct subgroups. If this fact were true for all uncountable groups or 
if every uncountable compact group contained a compact Abelian group of the same 
cardinal as G then Theorem 2.5 could be made sharper. An obvious modification would 
be to eliminate the assumption that G contains a compact Abelian group K satisfying 
1 K 1 = JGI. However, the following was communicated to the author by Avinoam Mann 
that at least the statement hat every uncountable compact group G has 21Gl subgroups 
may not be true. There are examples due to Shelah [24], and others, where a group G 
has cardinal WI while every proper subgroup is countable and G contains 2” subgroups. 
Thus if 2wl > 2” then this would yield a counter example. In addition, in a paper that 
has recently appeared, Shelah and Cummings [12] have shown that it is consistent with 
ZFC to assume that if A is a (universal) algebra of cardinal greater than wl and A has 
w functions (at most), then A has 2 IAl (universal) subalgebras. This result applies, in 
particular, to groups. Thus if one wants “large” groups with few subgroups (as in the 
first example) some set theoretic assumptions stronger than ZFC are needed. 
Corollary 2.7. Let G be a compact nonmetrizable group with a dense normal pseudo- 
compact subgroup J. If G contains a compact Abelian group K satisfying 21KfKnJ1 = 
21Ki = 2iGl then G has 21Gl pairwise distinct dense pseudocompact subgroups. 
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 2.5. 0 
Definition. The normalizer of the subgroup J in the group G is the set NC(J) = { y E 
G: yax-’ E J, for each x E J}. 
Theorem 2.8. Let G be a compact nonmetrizable group with a dense pseudocompact 
subgroup J and let $ : G -+ G/J be the quotient map. If G contains an Abelian group 
K C NG( J) such that 21ti(K)i = 21Gi then G contains 21’1 dense pseudocompact 
subgroups. 
Proof. We note that since K C NG( J) we have K J = JK so that K J is a dense 
(pseudocompact) subgroup of G. Furthermore J is normal in KJ (if y E KJ and z E J 
then y = kj, where Ic E K and j E J, so that yzy-i = Icjzj-‘lc-’ = kjilc-’ = j2 E J.), 
and T/J(K) = KJ/ J. Thus the restriction of Q to KJ is a homomorphism of KJ onto 
T/J(K). Since K is Abelian so is $(K). Now apply Fact 1 and Theorem 2.5. 0 
For completeness, we mention that much of this research was motivated by work of 
Comfort and van Mill [3,9] in which the concept of almost disjointness was introduced. In 
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[ 161, the natural question “How many almost disjoint densepseudocompact subgroups can 
a compact group contain?’ was considered. The results that were obtained led naturally 
to the consideration of many of the questions answered in [19,20], and this paper. We 
will note the following results that were obtained in [ 181. 
Definition. Let H = {Ha: (II: < T} be a family of subgroups of a topological group G, 
and let (X) denote the smallest subgroup of G that contains X. We say that H is: 
(1) weakly almost disjoint if the intersection H, n (U{ Hp: ,B # CL}) is nowhere dense 
in G for each cx -C r, and 
(2) almost disjoint if H, fl (U{Hp: /3 # o}) = (0) for every cx: < T. 
Theorem 2.9. 
(1) [18, 1.61 Let G be a nonmetrizable compact connected Abelian group and Jet K 
be any closed totally disconnected subgroup of G. Then there is an almost disjoint 
family H consisting of dense pseudocompact subgroups of G such that 1 H 1 = / GI 
and (U H) n K 2 (0). In addition, each H E H is algebraically isomorphic to 
the free Abelian group of size IGI. 
(2) [18, 1.141 Let G be a nonmetrizable compact connected group with center Z(G). 
Zf w( G/Z(G)) = w(G), then there exists an almost disjoint family H consisting 
of dense pseudocompact subgroups of G such that JHI = IGJ and each H E H 
is algebraically isomorphic to the free Abelian group of size IGI. 
Theorem 2.10 [ 18, 1.5 and 1.121. Each nonmetrizable compact group G that is either 
Abelian or connected contains a weakly almost disjoint family of size /GI consisting of 
dense pseudocompact subgroups of G. 
Finally we note that Theorems 2.9 and 2.10 give the best possible result for the 
number of dense weakly (almost weakly) disjoint pseudocompact subgroups of a compact 
group G. It is shown in the paper by this author and Shakhmatov [ 18, Lemma 1.31 that 
the size of such a family is bounded by IGJ. 
3. Extensions to the countable compact and w-bounded cases 
In this section we show that a number of theorems mentioned in Section 1 lead naturally 
to some interesting statements about dense countably compact and w-bounded subgroups 
and the cardinal functions ccs and wbs. We will also discuss some questions and indicate 
the direction that research in this area is taking. 
Lemma 3.1. Let G be a nonmetrizable compact group that contains a dense pseudo- 
compact subgroup J such that I JI -C IGI. Then each point p E G lies in a proper dense 
pseudocompact subgroup JP c G. 
Proof. Let JP be the group generated by p and J. Then JP is dense and pseudocompact 
since J c Jr, c G. The last containment is proper since I JP] = w / J( = (JI < (GJ. •! 
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The next result is now a corollary of Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 1.1. 
Lemma 3.2. Let G be a nonmetrizable compact group with a proper dense pseudocom- 
pact subgroup J satisfying IJI” < IGI. Th en each point p E G lies in a proper dense 
countably compact subgroup HP with 1 HP 1 < IGI. M oreover if IGl > 2’ then each point 
p E G lies in a proper dense w-bounded subgroup. 
Proof. Since 1 JI < IGI the argument in Lemma 3.1 shows that each dense pseudo- 
compact subgroup Jt, generated by p and J satisfies 1 JPl = I JI < IGI. By The- 
orem 1 .l, each JP is contained in a group HP which is countably compact and 
lH& 6 IJPl” = IJI” < IGl.Furthermore,if IGI >2’, thenby 1.1 eachgroupH, iscon- 
tained in an w-bounded subgroup HP satisfying lKr, < /HP Iw. 2c < ) JP,I” 2c < IGI. q 
Theorem 3.3. Let G be a compact nonmetrizable group with a dense pseudocompact 
subgroup J such that I JI” < IGI. Then ccs(G) 3 /GI. If in addition, IGI > 2’. then 
w&(G) 3 IGI. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.2 each point p E G is contained in a dense countably compact 
subgroup HP where I HP1 < IGI. Note that for any cardinal r < IG], if A c G and 
if IAl = 7, then IU{HP: p E A}1 < T’IJI“’ < IGI. Therefore there are at least (GI 
distinct dense countably compact subgroups. A similar argument holds for the w-bounded 
case. 0 
Theorem 3.4. Let G be a compact nonmetrizable group. Then for each p < w(G) such 
that j3” < 20, ccs(G) > 20. If in addition, 20 > 2’ then wbs(G) 3 20. 
Proof. If G is nonmetrizable then w(G) 3 wi . By Lemma 1.4 there is a closed sub- 
group H such that w(G/H) = p. By Theorem 1.1 and Fact 7, G/H contains a dense 
pseudocompact subgroup J such that I JI < p” < 20 = [G/HI. Then by Theorem 3.3 
ccs(G/H) 2 IG/HI and so by Fact 3, ccs(G) > [G/HI. 
Now suppose 2p > 2’. Since ,6” < 2 B, Theorem 1 .l implies that there is a dense 
w-bounded subgroup A4 satisfying J c M c G/H and IMI = ,P . 2” < 2p. By 
Theorem 3.3, wbs(G/H) > IG/HI. Using Fact 4, we conclude that f-‘(M) (where 
f : G --+ G/H is the natural homomorphism) is a dense w-bounded subgroup of G, for 
each w-bounded subgroup M c G/H. Thus by Fact 3 wbs(G) > 20. 0 
Corollary 3.5. rf 2# < 2wl then every compact nonmetrizable group G contains 2”’ 
dense countably compact subgroups. 
Proof. We have w’;’ = cw = c < 2w1, so the corollary follows from Theorem 3.4. 0 
While working with Shakhmatov on [ 181 the author noticed that the dense w-bounded 
subgroups that arose in products of metric groups were the C-groups C(0). This led 
the author to ask the question: Must an w-bounded dense subgroup of a nonmetrizable 
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product group be C(O), or if not, must it contain C(O)? At the time, the significance of 
p-compactness in Theorem 7.6 of [2] was not understood and so we were unaware of 
Theorem 1.1 (b) as formulated in the present version of this paper. The following example 
is due to Comfort and answers our question in the negative. 
Example 3.6. Let G = T”, where K = (2”)+. (If (Y is a cardinal then (Y+ is the smallest 
cardinal greater than cu.) We note that log K 6 2’. (log a is the smallest cardinal /3 such 
that 20 > a.) According to Theorem 1.1, G has a dense pseudocompact subgroup H 
such that IHI < (logK)w < (2c)w = 2”, and a dense proper w-bounded subgroup K 
such that H c K and [Kl < IHI“‘. 2’ = 2c < n. Next we note that IC(O)I = 6” 3 K. 
It is clear that IKI < IC(O)l, so that the question is answered in the negative. Note also 
that this construction via Theorem 1.1 shows that each dense pseudocompact subgroup 
H satisfying I HI 6 (log 6)” can be extended to a proper dense w-bounded subgroup K. 
This argument can be made whenever K is a cardinal satisfying 2” < K and (log K)” < 6. 
Taking account of this example. Theorem 1.2, and our work in this section based on 
Theorem 1.1 (b) the following questions are natural. 
Question 3.7. Let G be a compact nonmetrizable group with a proper dense w-bounded 
subgroup H. What is the range of cardinal numbers that can be taken by 1 HI? 
Question 3.8. How many distinct w-bounded and countably compact dense subgroups 
can a compact nonmetrizable group G have? To be more specific, can such a group have 
21Gl distinct such subgroups? 
Question 3.9. Does every compact nonmetrizable group have a proper dense pseudo- 
compact (countably compact, w-bounded) subgroup if 2w = 2“‘l? 
Recently, Comfort and van Mill [lo] have given a partial answer to Question 3.7. They 
have shown that for those compact groups G which are Abelian or connected and satisfy 
(w(G))” = w(G) th e answer is affirmative. It is still unknown whether the condition 
(w(G))” = w(G) can be eliminated or whether the theorem is true for nonmetrizable 
compact product-like groups. Note also that the case discussed in Question 3.8 is a mys- 
tery in [4] where the question of whether every pseudocompact Abelian group contains 
a proper dense pseudocompact subgroup is discussed. 
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